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Jaan Laaman, U of New Hampshire
The University of New Hampshire (UNH), like
all other bourgeois institutions, not only indoctrinates its students with individualistic lies, but also
exploits the people who work there, i,e. janitors,
grounds -workers, etc, Five years ago when the workers tried to unite to bring in a union, the university
used fascist tactics to stop them, In its place the
administration formed a company union, State Em-

ployees Association (SEA), which included bosses
as well as workers, This, along with the administration’s use Of student (part time and summer)
workers who get the federal minimum and no benefits, has enabled the university to keep the wages
and working conditions of the permanent workers at a
bare minimum, i,e, most workers get $1.75/hour,
This summer one of the ideas of the work-in at
UNH (which-included three students working as janitors) was to see if anything could be done about this
situation, In mid-July the work-in students put out a
leaflet about grievances, the use of students as potential, if not real, scabs, and asking workers to attend
a meeting to discuss these problems, About 5% 0r B%
of the summer workers, along with some permaıfent
employees, attended, Everyone agreed that this was a
worthwhile effort and that we should talk to more
workers and try to get them to come to another meeting where some kind of organization of student workests of all workers, permanent as well as temporary.,

Aí

At the next meeting it was brought up, by perma-

ON

nent workers, how UNH has been screwing working
` people for years, Last spring representatives of the
administration went to Concord to oppose legislation
which would have increased wages; cases were brought
up of how especially women workers never received

that buildings wouldn’t be undermanned if wages were
raised, This petition met with very favorable re-

scheduled pay raises, etè, The work-in students, al-

sponse from all workers£ temporary, part time and

though not dominating the meeting, did bring up many

permanent,

points showing how the same administration screwed
students and used students to screw workers at UNH

and elsewhere: ROTC, racist courses, recruiterson

campus.

placed some questions in a few peopie’s minds, but
they went on to tell the workers to come to their
bosses or supervisors if they :had:'a problem, Of _
course the workers saw right thròugh this shit and

Meanwhile the administration was trying to squash
the efforts of the work-in students and the Caucus of
UNH workers, At tħe second meeting, the assistant
dean of students and the head of the business Office

it only helped to gain interest in the workers’ caucus,
One of the main obstacles in our fight has been
the ineffective nature of the SEA, Even with good
leadership it is difficult to judge whether or not stu-

tried to get in, but were voted out and told that they

dent workers should try to work in or outside of the

ers, unanimously decided to form an organization

would be evicted if they didn’t leave, Failing at this

permanent workers organization, As far as-following

(called the Caucus of UNH Workers) which would

they forced one of their stooges, anass-kissingpaint-

up on this fight, we believe that it would be best to

first lead and later fight as a united front with the

er who is also the editor of a company (so-called

try to mobilize mass student and faculty support be-

SEA to better the conditions of all workers, A pe-

hind the workers, exposing the university’s discrimi-

tition was also-drawn up asking for a $2,00 mini-

workers’) paper to write an article discrediting the
actions of the Caucus of UNH Workers. Their main at-

mum for all workers, free hospitalization ; guaran-

tack was a red-baiting statement to the effect that

teed 40-hour work week and paid sick days for tem-

SDS Work-Ins were a communist plot to use the work-

workers and students by just following along and not

porary workers, and a guarantee from the university

ers. Had they gone only this far they might have

fighting the university,

This meeting, composed mainly of student work-

present any program for fighting racism and im-

New York Adopts CWSA
Mike Golash, Columbia, NIC
On August 12, 250 people gathered at Columbia
University for a meeting of the New York Region
of SDS, This meeting discussed resolutions on the
campus worker -student alliance, the Revolutionary
Youth Movement, and proposals by the New York
Labor Committee concerning post office and mass
transit workers,
Dennis Kamensky of CCNY presented a proposal
on the building of the campus worker-student alliance, stating that the worker-student alliance has
been more of an idea than a fact so far, Although
SDS projects such ‘as the Work-In have gone a long
way in breaking down anti-working class ideas ir
the student movement, the Work-In has never led
to the building of many lasting ties between students
and workers, and this has been its central weakness,
He argued that the campus worker-student alliance
affords us the opportunity to overcome this failure
and to build major struggles of workers and students
against racist and imperialist college and university

administrations. |

People asked ifsit wouldn’t be difficult for SDSers
to get jobs on campus, particularly in positions where
they would be in contact with full-time workers,
but SDSers from Queens, Columbia, CCNY and Brooklyn said they had already gotten jobs without too
much difficulty, although they foresaw the possibility.
Someone else raised that obtaining jobs on campus
would be taking jobs that other students needed to
pay college expenses, and in reply it was noted that
this situation exists any time a radical takes a job,
whether on campus or in a factory, This aspect of
taking jobs is far outweighed by radicals using their

perialism on-campus (or for that matter anywhere
else), but he attacked PL for opposing the struggles
of Black and Third World peoples and for being antiworking class -- not making primary the organizing
of working class youth in bars, on street corners,
at youth festivals and in street gangs,
People pointed out that most workihg class youth
either go to school, are in the army, or work, and
are not on street corners or at youth festivals, And
they added that SDS is certainly interestedin organizing students at working class schools to fight racism and imperialism and ally with working people,
and that the meeting was being held to discuss concrete programs for doing this, not abstract ‘support’,
Jeff Sokolow, of RYM, responded to these arguments by repeating that PL opposed the struggles
of the oppressed, and the debate ended,
The New York Labor Committee then presented
two proposals for support of potential strikes in
the Post Office and the transit system, Criticism

to build the campus worker-student alliance in the

New York region, :

At this point in the meeting, ten members of the
Revolutionary Youth Movement marched in andstarted to hand out a Ieaflet entitled ‘This is Not SDS’,
Hank Gehman, a RYM leader from Columbia, spoke

reflected a method of work that people in Southern
California have come to know all too well, No attempt was made to assist chapter people in forming a new regional organization, Even though the old
regional staff have played no role in SDS, they have
not given their list of chapter contacts to any of the
zunctioning chapters, intentionally making the task
of building SDS as difficult as possible,
'The first steps toward overcoming these difficulties were taken at the Southern California regional
conference on August 8-10, Although publicity could
have been better and despite the fact that a num-

ber of chapters are dormant over the summer,
attendance at the conference was good, There were

delegates from UCLA, Cal State Long Beach, Cal
State LA, UC-Irvine, UC-San Diego, San Fernando
Valley State, Valley College, Orange Coast College,
as well as interested students from chapters not
functioning over the summer,
The conference opened Friday night with a panel

of these centered around the idea they put forward

on ‘What Happened at the SDS Convention’ featuring

that students could play a leading role in workers’

Pat Forman (SDS Interorganizational Secretary) and

struggles by handing out leaflets telling them what
to fight for, A further contention was that the proposals, which included various taxation schemes to
raise money for higher wages, failed to reveal the
nature of the state as essentially opposed to workers’
interests, After heated debate both proposals were
defeated,
There was general agreement among most that a
crisis in the transit system was likely and that we
as students should play a supportive role in any
transit workers’ action and a leading role on campus in fighting racist and anti-working class ideas
that lead students to oppose workers for closing
down essential public services.

jobs to engage in struggles which can improve conditions for all working people, After more discussion
a resolution was passed to establish à. committee

natory policies toward workers (especially women)

Leslie Lincoln (SDS NIC). The RYM forces in the
area were invited, but none of the RYM leadership
showed up, The Valley State chapter, led by ‘Communist’ Party member Cliff Fried, attempted to disrupt the meeting, When the audience made it clear
that they wanted the meeting to proceed, Fried accepted a place on the panel, made a speech in which
he attacked RYM for being unprincipled, and then
called for a walkout, Only the delegates from Valley `

State walked out, :

Morale was extremely high at the conference,even
though it was much smaller (70 people attended)
than most of the regional conferences held throughout the country, The RYM leadership is in total dis-

California RYM Falls Flat
Jim Prickett, UCLA, NIC
Several months before the SDS convention, the

and attacked the people at the meeting for having

Los Angeles regional! office voted to dissolve itself

been duped by PL and the WSA caucus. He did not

and become a ‘communist’ collective. The decision

array, and most RYMers are jústifiably bitter about
the manipulation and misleadership that culminated
in the dissolution of the regional office, (Rumor has
it that Mike Klonsky will join ‘C’Per Fried at Valley
State,) SDS, on the other hand, has a number of strong

chapters in Los Angeles, Orange, and San Diego
counties, and a firm and spirited commitment to
defeat the split and build SDS as an anti-imperialist,
pro-working class organization,
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